How to Reset Mi Account Qualcomm Models
Example: Redmi Note 5 Pro

Attention! This Process Will not work on Android 9 Devices

You need Put this device to Flash mode its Mean QdLoader 9008 EDL Mode
Some devices need doing Testpoint for force EDL mode, You can see
TestPoint pics at Hydra TP Folder, Example of Redmi Note 5 Pro TestPoint

You will see QdLoader 9008 Port at device manager, if you not see it
Install EDL Drivers which available at support area

Run HqTool.exe from Humtool, Untick Auto then Select Brand and Mode,
From top right Change connection as Flash Mode, Tick Xiaomi Account then Click Execute
After this operation successfully, reboot the device manually, setup device. Please do not connect WiFi!

Another step is stuck, after setup device, enable adb (usb debugging), from top right of the Tool connection select "ADB Mode" Tick Xiaomi Mi account and click Execute.

If you are not doing adb operation device will relock after connect wifi, Android 9 Not support yet!! You can downgrade it if Android 9 and Android 8 exist.